PAST
Past process

- Call for recommendations
  - 10 or more received
- Workshops in London
  - 10 potential recommendations
- Online voting process
  - 62 casted votes
  - 4 recommendations from R8

Thank you
Region 8 submitted recommendations

- Increased support to students in technical activities with grants to attend conferences and organization of competitions (48%)
- IEEE should produce a flexible, customizable and non-intrusive e-mail system to communicate with its members thus avoiding multiple postings from different sources (38%)
Region 8 submitted recommendations II

- Direct support to members in low income countries by a program that enables voluntary payment of one or more e-Memberships during renewal (36%)

- IEEE membership should include a Society membership in the regular fee (also E-Membership) (36%)
PRESENT
34 recommendations to vote

Details:

- Survey is open to vote upon
  http://ieee.fluidsurveys.com/surveys/knluu/sc-11-recommendations/?code=MRfG5&l=en
- Blog to comment
What is out there?

- #34 – Our no. 1 most voted (Student)
- #14 – Inclusion of society membership
- #9, #16, #17 – E-communications
  - #17 is our wording
  - #16 is better formalized and maintains spirit
- #27 – Volunteer payment of e-memberships
Everybody

- Read the recommendations
- Fill the survey...
  - It may influence others
  - Deadline: FRIDAY 5pm
Primary delegates

- Read all the recommendations
- Decide – Ask if needed
- Vote
- When? Monday morning 9am
- 5 recommendations to MGA